GMars-T Enabling Multimodal Subdiffraction Structural and Functional Fluorescence Imaging in Live Cells.
Fluorescent probes with multimodal and multilevel imaging capabilities are highly valuable as imaging with such probes not only can obtain new layers of information but also enable cross-validation of results under different experimental conditions. In recent years, the development of genetically encoded reversibly photoswitchable fluorescent proteins (RSFPs) has greatly promoted the application of various kinds of live-cell nanoscopy approaches, including reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT) and stochastic optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI). However, these two classes of live-cell nanoscopy approaches require different optical characteristics of specific RSFPs. In this work, we developed GMars-T, a monomeric bright green RSFP which can satisfy both RESOLFT and photochromic SOFI (pcSOFI) imaging in live cells. We further generated biosensor based on bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) of GMars-T which offers high specificity and sensitivity in detecting and visualizing various protein-protein interactions (PPIs) in different subcellular compartments under physiological conditions (e.g., 37 °C) in live mammalian cells. Thus, the newly developed GMars-T can serve as both structural imaging probe with multimodal super-resolution imaging capability and functional imaging probe for reporting PPIs with high specificity and sensitivity based on its derived biosensor.